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XX-1
1. For it is good to sing to our God E-lo-hei-nu, ki naim naim...
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2. Boneh Y'ru-sha-layim Adonai

S

2. The builder of Jerusalem is the Lord.

va t'hi-lah.

ufer un-to Him praise!
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ufer un-to Him praise!
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va t'hi-lah.

ufer un-to Him praise!
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va t'hi-lah.

ufer un-to Him praise!
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All the scat-tered ones of Isra-el

He shall
6. Moderated ana-vim Adonai, mash-

6. Encouraging the humble is the Lord; He
par.
count.

6. Encouraging the humble is the Lord; He 

brings the wicked down to the earth.

brings the wicked down to the earth.
7. Call ye unto the Lord in thanks; play ye songs to our God on the harp.
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8. He conceals the heavens with clouds; He preserves for the earth the rain.

9. He gives to all beasts their food, to verdant grass.
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XX-7
13. For He strengthens the bars of your gates, and blesses your children.

14. He blankets your land with peace; with finest wheat.

15. He sends forth His word to the earth;
Yaakov, chukav umish-patav l'Yisrael. 20. Lo asah chein l'-
Ja-cob; His laws and statues un-to Is-ra-el. 20. Nor did He thus to

chol goy, umish-patim bal y'da-um.
all nations; statues as these they do not know.

Ha-l'lu-yah!
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XX-14
Ha-l'-lu-yah! Ha-l'-lu-yah! Ha-l'-lu-yah! Ha-l'-lu-yah!